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2. Communist Elements in Primary and Secondary Educaon
Although communism is most inﬂuenal at the university level, it has
also inﬂuenced primary and secondary school educaon. Its inﬂuence
has undermined children’s intellectual development and maturity,

making them more suscepble to le3ist inﬂuences in college. It has
caused generaons of students to have less and less knowledge and
less ability to reason and engage in crical thinking. This has gone over
for over a hundred years. The progressive educaon movement led by
John Dewey iniated the trend. Subsequent educaonal reforms
generally followed in the same tradion.
In addion to inslling students with atheism, the theory of evoluon,
and communist ideology, primary and secondary educaon in the
United States engages in psychological manipulaon that destroys
students’ tradional beliefs and morals. It inslls moral relavism and
modern concepts that convey a corrupt a7tude toward life. This occurs
across all sectors of educaon. The sophiscated measures used make
it almost impossible for students and the public to guard against the
trend.
a. Dumbing Down Students
The United States is a democrac country. From presidents to
lawmakers, town mayors, and school-district commi:ee members, all
are elected by voters. Whether democrac polics can be pursued in a
manner that is truly beneﬁcial to all depends not only on the moral
level of the people, but also on the level of their knowledge and
understanding. If voters are not well-versed in history, polical and
economic systems, and social issues, they will have diﬃculty wisely
elecng oﬃcials who will base their pla<orms on the long-term and
fundamental interests of the country and society. This puts the country
in a dangerous situaon.

In 1983, a group of experts, commissioned by the U.S. Department of
Educaon, wrote the report A Naon at Risk a3er eighteen months of
research. The authors of the report said:
“For our country to funcon, cizens must be able to reach some
common understandings on complex issues, o3en on short noce and
on the basis of conﬂicng or incomplete evidence. Educaon helps
form these common understandings, a point Thomas Jeﬀerson made
long ago in his justly famous dictum: ‘I know no safe depository of the
ulmate powers of the society but the people themselves; and if we
think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a
wholesome discreon, the remedy is not to take it from them but to
inform their discreon.’”
Individuals with li:le knowledge and poor crical thinking ability are
unable to recognize lies and decepons. Educaon plays an enormous
role, and communist elements penetrate into all levels of the educaon
system, making students foolish and ignorant and thus vulnerable to
manipulaon.
A Naon at Risk makes these addional points: “The educaonal
foundaons of our society are presently being eroded by a rising de of
mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Naon and a people.” “If
an unfriendly foreign power had a:empted to impose on America the
mediocre educaonal performance that exists today, we might well
have viewed it as an act of war.” “We have even squandered the gains
in student achievement made in the wake of the Sputnik challenge.
Moreover, we have dismantled essenal support systems which helped

make those gains possible. We have, in eﬀect, been commi7ng an act
of unthinking, unilateral educaonal disarmament.” [1]
The report quoted analyst Paul Copperman: “For the ﬁrst me in the
history of our country, the educaonal skills of one generaon will not
surpass, will not equal, will not even approach, those of their parents.”
The report cites some shocking ﬁndings: In addion to U.S. students’
grades o3en being at the bo:om in internaonal exams, 23 million
American adults are funconally illiterate — that is, only possessing the
most basic literacy skills, unable to meet the needs of complex modern
life and work. The rao of funconal illiteracy is 13 percent among 17year-olds and may reach 40 percent among minories. From 1963 to
1980, the grades of the Scholasc Aptude Test (SAT) slid down, with
the average language score dropping by more than 50 points, and the
average math score dropping by nearly 40 points. “Many 17-year-olds
do not possess the ‘higher order’ intellectual skills we should expect of
them. Nearly 40 percent cannot draw inferences from wri:en material;
only one-ﬁ3h can write a persuasive essay; and only one-third can
solve a mathemacs problem requiring several steps.” [2]
A3er the 1980s, people of insight in the American educaon ﬁeld
launched the Back to Basics campaign, but did it help stop the decline
of American educaon? In 2008, Mark Bauerlein, a professor of English
at Emory University, published The Dumbest Generaon. The ﬁrst
chapter of the book combines the results of examinaons and surveys
by the Department of Educaon and non-governmental organizaons,
summarizing the knowledge gaps of American students in history,
civics, math, science, technology, ﬁne arts, and other ﬁelds. In the

history exam in the 2001 Naonal Educaon Progress Assessment
(NEAP), 57 percent of students scored “below basic” and only 1 percent
achieved “advanced.” Surprisingly, in response to the queson, which
country was the U.S. ally in World War II, 52 percent chose Germany,
Japan, and Italy, instead of the Soviet Union. Results in other areas
were equally disappoinng. [3]
The decline in the quality of educaon in the United States is obvious
to all. Since the 1990s, the term “dumbing down” has appeared in
many books on American educaon and has become a concept
American educators cannot avoid. John Taylor Ga:o, a senior teacher
and educaonal researcher in New York City, wrote: “Pick up a ﬁ3hgrade math or rhetoric textbook from 1850 and you’ll see that the texts
were pitched then on what would today be considered college level.”
[4]
In order to avoid making the American educaon system look bad, the
Educaonal Tesng Service (ETS) had to redeﬁne the scores of the
university entrance examinaon, the SAT, in 1994. When the SAT began
to adopt the modern form in 1941, the average score of the language
exam was 500 points (top marks are 800 points). By the 1990s, the
average score had dropped to 424 points, yet ETS redeﬁned 424 as 500
points. [5]
The decline in the quality of educaon is not just reﬂected in the
decline in students’ literacy. Due to the lack of basic knowledge, the
crical thinking facules of American students have fallen sharply. The
scholar Thomas Sowell pointed out in the 1990s: “It is not merely that
Johnny can’t read, or even that Johnny can’t think. Johnny doesn’t

know what thinking is, because thinking is so o3en confused with
feeling in many public schools.” [6]
Unlike the rebellious student leaders in the 1960s who could speak
eloquently, today’s young people who parcipated in street protests
and were interviewed by television news reporters could rarely clearly
express their demands. They lack basic common sense and reason.
The reason for the decline of grades is not that students today are not
as intelligent as before, but because communism is quietly carrying out
a war against the next generaon, using the educaon system as its
weapon. Charlo:e Thomson Iserbyt, the author of The Deliberate
Dumbing Down of America: A Chronological Paper Trail, and former
senior policy advisor to the U.S. Department of Educaon in the 1980s,
said, “The reason Americans do not understand this war is because it
has been fought in secret—in the schools of our naon, targeng our
children who are capve in classrooms.” [7]
b. The Destrucve Nature of Progressive Educaon
The backlash against tradion in American primary and secondary
schools began with the progressive educaon movement of the early
tweneth century. The following generaons of progressive educators
concocted a series of sham theories and discourses that served to alter
curricula, water down teaching materials, and lower academic
standards. This brought enormous damage to tradional educaon.
From Rousseau to Dewey

John Dewey is the father of American progressive educaon and was
greatly inﬂuenced by the ideas of the eighteenth-century French
philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
Rousseau believed that people were good by nature and that social ills
were responsible for moral decline. He said that man was free and
equal at birth and that given a natural environment, everyone would
enjoy their innate rights. Inequality, privilege, exploitaon, and the loss
of man’s innate kindness were all products of civilizaon, he claimed.
For children, Rousseau advocated a model of “natural educaon” that
would leave them to their own devices. This educaon was to be
absent of religious, moral, or cultural teaching.
In fact, humanity is endowed with both benevolence and wickedness.
Without nurturing benevolence, the wicked aspects of human nature
will predominate to the point where people consider no method too
base and no sin too evil. With his elegant rhetoric, Rousseau a:racted
many misguided followers. The deleterious inﬂuence his pedagogical
theory has had on Western educaon is hard to overesmate.
About a century later, Dewey picked up where Rousseau had le3 oﬀ
and furthered his destrucve work. According to Dewey, who was
inﬂuenced by Darwin’s theory of evoluon, children should be weaned
from the tradional tutelage of parents, religion, and culture and
allowed the freedom to adapt to their environments. Dewey was a
pragmast and moral relavist. He believed that there was no
unchanging morality and that people were free to act and behave as
they saw ﬁt. The concept of moral relavism is a crical ﬁrst step in
leading humanity away from the moral rules set by God.

Dewey was one of 33 people who signed their names onto The
Humanist Manifesto, penned in 1933. Unlike the humanists of the
Renaissance, tweneth-century humanism is at its core a kind of
secular religion rooted in atheism. Based on modern concepts such as
materialism and the theory of evoluon, it regards a human being as a
machine, or the sum of a biochemical process.
In this calculus, the object of educaon is to mold and guide subjects
according to the educator’s wishes — something not fundamentally
diﬀerent from Marx’s “new socialist man.” Dewey himself was a
democrac socialist.
American philosopher Sidney Hook said, “Dewey had supplied Marxism
with the epistemology and social philosophy that Marx had half seen
for himself and had half sketched out in his early works but had never
adequately spelled out.” [8]
In 1921, as civil war raged across Russia, the Soviets found the me to
produce a sixty-two-page pamphlet featuring extracts from Dewey’s
Democracy and Educaon. In 1929, the rector of the Second State
University of Moscow, Albert P. Pinkerich, wrote: “Dewey comes
inﬁnitely closer to Marx and the Russian Communists.” [9] Biographer
Alan Ryan wrote that Dewey “supplied the intellectual weapons for a
decently social democrac, non-totalitarian Marxism.” [10]
Progressive educators make no pretenses about their goal to transform
students a7tudes toward life. To achieve this aim, they overturned all
aspects of learning, including class structure, teaching materials and

methods, and the relaonship between teachers and students. The
focus of educaon shi3ed from the teacher to the students (or
children). Personal experience was considered superior to knowledge
learned from books. Lectures took a backseat to projects and acvies.
The conservave American magazine Human Events listed Dewey’s
Democracy and Educaon as number ﬁve in its list of the ten most
harmful books of the nineteenth and tweneth centuries. It pointedly
observed that Dewey “disparaged schooling that focused on tradional
character development and endowing children with hard knowledge,
and encouraged the teaching of thinking ‘skills’ instead.” [11]
Astute crics have taken the progressive bent in educaon to task from
the very beginning. The 1949 book And Madly Teach: A Layman Looks
at Public School Educaon provided a concise and comprehensive
rebu:al to the principal tenets of progressive educaon. [12
Progressive educators have dismissed their crics as “reaconaries”
and used various means to suppress or ignore them.
Dewey spent over ﬁ3y years as a tenured professor at Columbia
University. During the period when he headed the Teacher’s College, at
least one-ﬁ3h of all primary and secondary school teachers received
instrucon or advanced degrees at Columbia. [13] Progressive
educaon has since spread beyond the borders of the United States.
In contrast to ﬁgures like Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, or Mao Zedong,
Dewey had no aspiraon to become a revoluonary guru or take over
the world. He was a lifelong academic and professor, but the system of
educaon he created became one of communism’s most potent tools.

Indulging Students
According to Rousseau’s theory of educaon, humans are born good
and free, but are made bad by society. Therefore, the best method of
educaon is to give children free rein and yield to the child’s own
whimsical development.
Under the inﬂuence of Rousseauean thought, progressive educaonists
since Dewey o3en echo these kinds of ideas: One should not force the
values of parents or teachers on students; upon growing up, children
should be allowed to make their own judgments and decisions. English
poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge once elegantly gave the following retort
to this sort of view:
Thelwall thought it very unfair to inﬂuence a child’s mind by inculcang
any opinions before it should have come to years of discreon, and be
able to choose for itself. I showed him my garden, and told him it was
my botanical garden. “How so?” said he, “it is covered with weeds.”
——“Oh,” I replied, “that is only because it has not yet come to its age
of discreon and choice. The weeds, you see, have taken the liberty to
grow, and I thought it unfair in me to prejudice the soil towards roses
and strawberries.” [14]
The quick-wi:ed poet used the analogy to convey to his friend a
principle: Ethics and wisdom are painstakingly culvated, just as with
gardening. Not overseeing a garden will cause an outgrowth of weeds.
Abandoning children is akin to giving them over to ever-present forces
for ill. It amounts to extreme negligence and irresponsibility. Good and

evil are simultaneously present in human nature. Though children are
by comparison more simple and pure, they are also suscepble to
laziness, jealousy, combaveness, selﬁshness, and other negave
traits. Society is a big dye vat. If children, with their natural bad
inclinaons (along with the good), are not properly raised, then by the
me they have come to their “age of discreon and choice,” they will
have long been contaminated by bad thoughts and bad habits.
Educang them at that point will be too late.
This indulgence of students reached its peak in the pedagogical literary
work published in 1960, Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Educaon.
The book’s author, A.S. Neill, established in 1921 an English boarding
school, Summerhill School, which admi:ed children ages 6 to 16. The
school gave children complete autonomy. Children were able to decide
whether or not they wanted to go to class at all, or whether they
wanted to go to one class but not another. Neil’s thought on educaon
was heavily inﬂuenced by Frankfurt school philosopher Wilhelm Reich,
a vigorous proponent of sexual freedom, and the two o3en
corresponded.
Besides academics, the school was also extremely lax on ethics,
discipline, and male-and-female relaons. It was all an-tradional
values. Boys and girls were able to casually date or live together, which
the school would ignore, or even facilitate. Neil allowed staﬀ and
students to swim naked together at an outdoor swimming pool. His 35year-old stepson taught ceramic art, and would o3en bring older-grade
girls home with him. [15]

In his book, Neil says, “Every older pupil at Summerhill knows from my
conversaon and my books that I approve of a full sex life for all who
wish one, whatever their age. [16] He has even hinted that, if not
prohibited by law, he would have allowed boys and girls to sleep
together. [17] When Summerhill was published, it quickly became a
bestseller. In the 1960s alone, it sold over three million copies,
becoming a “classic” that teachers at teachers’ colleges would require
all of their students to read.
An ancient Chinese saying goes: “A strict teacher produces outstanding
students.” People with knowledge and experience in the West have
also found that strict teachers have be:er classroom results. They also
have a more posive inﬂuence on their students’ conduct. [18]
Sadly, in the United States and other Western countries, under the
inﬂuence of progressivism and educaonal autonomy, laws have been
enacted that limit the scope of parents or teachers in managing
students. This has caused teachers to be afraid to discipline students.
Students’ bad habits are not corrected in a mely manner, thus leading
to a precipitous decline in their moral sense as well as their academic
performance.
Student-Centered Educaon
The most important funcon of educaon is to maintain and pass on
the tradional culture of human history. Teachers are the hub
connecng the past for the beneﬁt of the future. “A teacher is to pass
on the Dao, teach the learnings, and clear up confusion,” according to a
Chinese saying. Dewey’s progressive educaonal thought removed the

authority of teachers and downgraded their importance. His stance is
an-intellectual and against common sense — against educaon itself,
in essence.
Progressive educaonal advocates claim that educaon must put
students at the center and let them explore on their own and reach
their own answers. Yet the content of tradional course books was an
accumulaon of thousands of years of human civilizaon. How can that
be explored by young and ignorant students so quickly? The real
intenon of progressive educaon is to cut students oﬀ from their
bond with tradional culture. A negaon of teachers’ authority in the
process of educaon is a negaon of their role in carrying forward the
knowledge of civilizaon. This is the ulterior move of communism.
Daisy Christodoulou’s Seven Myths About Educaon analyzed and
refuted seven widely spread misconcepons, including claims that facts
prevent understanding; teacher-led instrucon is passive; projects and
acvies are the best way to learn; teaching knowledge is
indoctrinaon, and others. [19] Most of these myths are le3 over from
progressive educaon, but a3er being passed down for several
generaons, they have become a plague on educaonal culture.
Christodoulou is English, and most of her works use examples from the
United Kingdom, from which it can be seen that progressive
educaonal concepts have impaired the whole world.
Take the ﬁrst misconcepon, for instance. Modern American educaon
has degraded the tradional methods of a:enon to memorizaon,
reading aloud, and pracce as “mechanical memorizaon,” “rote
learning,” and “drill to kill.” Many are familiar with these cricisms.

Rousseau a:acked memorizaon and verbal lessons in his novel Emil,
and Dewey’s progressive educators furthered such theories.
In 1955, American educaonal psychologist Benjamin Bloom proposed
the famous Bloom Taxonomy, which divided human cognion into six
levels, from low to high: remember, understand, apply, analyze,
evaluate, create. The la:er three are regarded as higher-order thinking
because these abilies involve comprehensive analysis. We are not
analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the Bloom classiﬁcaon
itself, but merely poinng out that since the system of classiﬁcaon
was proposed, progressive educators have used the pretext of
culvang “higher-order thinking” to weaken the teaching of
knowledge in schools.
Anyone with common sense knows that having certain basic
knowledge is the foundaon of any intellectual task. Without a
considerable reserve of knowledge, the so-called higher-order thinking,
crical thinking, and creave thinking are both self-deceiving and
deceiving of others. Bloom’s classiﬁcaon system provides a seemingly
scienﬁc excuse for the unfathomable approach by progressive
educators.
One of the planks of the theory of student-centered instrucon is that
students choose what they want to learn and what they don’t want,
according to their own interests. The theory also avers that teachers
should educate students only in what they’re interested in. This idea
appears plausible, but may not be so. To have students learn in an
enjoyable way is what every teacher would wish for, but children have
shallow knowledge and limited vision, and are unable to judge what is

important to learn and what isn’t. Teachers must take responsibility for
guiding students so that they can transcend their superﬁcial interests
and broaden their visions and understanding. Simply catering to the
superﬁcial interests of students will only lead to their permanent
infanlizaon. By espousing student-centered instrucon, educators
are thus deceiving students and parents, which is irresponsible to
society.
Studies have found that there is a tendency in American society for
adults to remain in a kind of adolescence longer than other
populaons. The Naonal Academy of Sciences in 2002 deﬁned
adolescence as a period from 12 to 30 years of age. The MacArthur
Foundaon went even further and tried to argue that a person is
considered an adult at age 34. [20] The educaonal system and media
bear the responsibility for this extended period of adolescence that
many adults have found themselves in.
One of the excuses of progressive educaon in lowering teaching
requirements is that along with the popularizaon of educaon, more
people get enrolled in secondary and post-secondary schools, and thus
the average level of a:ainment cannot be as high as in the past. This is
a wrong understanding. Adapng educaon to a democrac society is
supposed to enable those who did not have the opportunity to receive
an educaon before to be able to receive one — not to lower the
standards, or to have everyone receive an inferior educaon by
lowering the quality.
Progressivism claims to replace useless classical courses such as Greek
and Lan with more contemporary courses, but in the end, most

schools do not in fact introduce high-quality courses useful for modern
life, like in-depth courses in mathemacs, economics, and modern
history. Instead, progressive educators promote classes like driving,
cooking, beauty, and accident-prevenon, which have nothing to do
with academics. The curriculum and teaching-method reforms
advocated by progressive educators deceive students who are not yet
well-informed, as well as parents who defer to schools, teachers, and
so-called experts.
If we look at only some teaching methods proposed by progressive
educaon, they are not useless when applied to some subjects and
areas of learning. However, when we look at the progressive
educaonal movement and its speciﬁc background and outcomes, it
becomes clear that progressive educaon sets itself up in opposion to
tradional educaon, thereby mutang educaon, and ulmately
ruining it. Unlike Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, and Mao Zedong, Dewey
had neither the ambion of being a revoluonary nor the arrogance of
a:empng to launch a world revoluon. If we put his life into
perspecve, he is clearly a scholar and a professor — but the
educaonal movement he launched became one of the most useful
tools for communism to undermine human society.
c. Educaon: A Means of Spoiling Students
On April 20, 1999, two students at Columbine High School in Colorado
murdered ten students and one teacher, and injured over twenty
people in a carefully plo:ed massacre. The tragedy shocked the United
States. People wondered why the two students would carry out such a

cold-blooded a:ack, murdering their classmates and a teacher they’d
known for years.
By comparing social phenomena in diﬀerent historical periods,
educators noced that up to the 1960s, problems with U.S. student
behavior were minor — things like tardiness, talking in class without
permission, or chewing gum. A3er the 1980s, there were worse
problems, like excessive drinking, drug abuse, premarital sex,
pregnancy, suicide, gangs, or even indiscriminate shoong. The
downward trend worried those who saw how things were developing,
but few knew the real roots of the change, and none could prescribe
the appropriate treatment for the disorder.
The distoron and downward spiral of the moral standards of American
youth was no accident.
Atheism and Evoluon
Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz, author of the book You Can Trust The
Communists . . . to Be Communists, and a pioneer of U.S. ancommunist campaigns, observed: “The three basic tenets of
Communism are atheism, evoluon, and economic determinism. The
three basic tenets of the American Public School system are atheism,
evoluon, and economic determinism.” [21] His point was that key
elements of communist ideology have been adopted in American
public schools.
The divine created humankind and laid down the moral standards that
should regulate human life. Belief in gods lays the foundaon of

morality for society and underpins the existence of the human world.
Communism forcibly spread atheism and the theory of evoluon in
schools as a means of destroying morality. This is to be expected in
communist states like China and the former Soviet Union, but in the
United States, it was carried out coercively.
Under the pretext of separaon of church and state, le3ists opposed
the teaching of creaonism in American public schools, though they
promoted the theory of evoluon. Public schools dare not transgress
such boundaries. This educaon inevitably leads the number of
religious believers to decline, as children are indoctrinated with the
idea that the theory of evoluon is scienﬁc truth and not to be
quesoned.
Since the 1960s, courts around the United States shut down Bible study
in public schools, again under the pretext of separaon of church and
state. One court ruled that students enjoyed freedom of speech and
the press unless the topic was religious, at which me such speech
became unconstuonal. [22]
In 1987, students in Alaskan public schools were told not to use the
word “Christmas” since it contained the word “Christ.” In 1987, a
Federal court in Virginia ruled that homosexual newspapers could be
distributed on a high school campus, but religious newspapers were
banned. In 1993, one elementary school music teacher in Colorado
Springs was prevented from teaching Christmas carols because of
alleged violaons of the separaon of church and state. [23]

Teaching and test materials in the United States have undergone
ridiculously strict scruny due to the an-theist orientaon of the
educaon system, in combinaon with decades of polical correctness.
In 1997, Diane Ravitch, a historian of educaon, once parcipated in
the scruny of test content at an oﬃce under the U.S. Department of
Educaon. Much to her surprise, the maxim that “God helps those who
help themselves” was changed to “People should try to work things out
for themselves whenever possible” because of the word “God” in the
original. [24]
On the one hand, the American public educaon system ejected belief
in God from schools under the pretext of separaon of church and
state. On the other hand, evoluon, with its unresolved gaps, was held
to be a self-evident truth to be inslled in children who had no mental
preparaon or defense. Children tend to believe in the authority of
their teachers.
Parents with religious beliefs teach their kids to respect others, but
children who are inslled with the theory of evoluon are likely to
challenge the religious educaon given by their parents. At least, they
will no longer take their parents’ religious instrucon seriously. The
result is that educaon pulls children away from parents with religious
beliefs. This is the most challenging problem that families with religious
beliefs face when it comes to their children’s educaon, and it’s the
most evil aspect of the an-theisc educaon system.
Communist Ideology

Chapter Five of this book illustrates the nature of polical correctness:
It works like the thought police of communism, using a set of distorted
polical standards to replace authenc moral standards. Since the
1930s, communism has gradually entered American schools. From then
on, polical correctness has played the dominant role in the American
educaonal system. When put into pracce, it comes in diﬀerent
forms, some of which are extremely decepve.
E. Merrill Root, author of Brainwashing in the High Schools, released in
the 1950s, conducted research into eleven sets of history teaching
materials used in Illinois between 1950 and 1952 and found that they
characterized American history as the history of a power struggle
between rich and poor, between the privileged few and the
underprivileged. This is the essence of Marxian economic determinism.
Such teaching material promotes the development of a global
government that emphasizes global concerns above those of any
individual people, and in the end leads to global socialism. [25]
In 2013, a school district in Minnesota adopted a project named All for
All, which put the focus of teaching on racial equality — equality here
referring to identy polics. This ideology blames the poor
performance of students from some ethnic minority groups as due to
systemic racial discriminaon, which leads to eﬀorts devoted to
dismantling “white privilege.” The project demanded that all teaching
acvies be based on racial equality, and that only teachers and
administrators who were deeply aware of the issues associated with
racial equality be employed.

The project started with kindergartens. Tenth-grade English classes
focused on the themes of colonizaon and migraon, as well as social
construcons of race, class, and gender. The eleventh-grade framework
claimed, “By the end of the year, you will have … learned how to apply
marxist [sic], feminist, post-colonial [and] psychoanalycal … lenses to
literature.” [26]
In July 2016, California adopted a new social science framework for
elementary and high schools. The original le3-leaning framework was
made to look even more like le3-wing ideological propaganda. Content
that should be emphasized in history and social science courses — like
the founding spirit of America, and military, polical, and diplomac
history — was watered down or ignored. In contrast, the
counterculture of the 1960s was passionately highlighted and made to
seem like the founding principles of the naon.
The curriculum also arculated a clearly an-tradional framework of
sex and family. Take the eleventh-grade courses, for example. The
framework claimed its focus was on the rights movements of minority
races, tribes, and religions, as well as women and lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender (LGBT) Americans. In fact, religions were seldom
menoned, but much was wri:en about sexual minories. In
parcular, LGBT groups were included ﬁrst, having a signiﬁcant share of
eleventh-grade history courses. The LGBT porons were wri:en in a
tone clearly supporve of “sexual liberaon.” For example, in the part
on AIDS, it was suggested that people’s fear of AIDS caused sexual
liberaon to wane. [27]

The sex content occupied many chapters, squeezing out other content
far more worthy of a:enon for young people. For example, in the
course on World War I, students hardly learn of the crical role played
by the U.S. Army, but instead learn that American soldiers found
European sexual customs sasfying. [28] This le3-leaning framework is
full of distoron and bias, guiding students to hate their own country.
Though the framework was adopted by California, the impact of this
approach has been naonal. [29]
d. Psychological Manipulaon
Another major way that students have been morally corrupted is the
introducon of signiﬁcant psychological condioning in educaon —
injecng students with moral relavism.
In March 1984, hundreds of parents and teachers a:ended hearings for
the amendment of pupil rights protecons hosted in seven cies,
including Washington, D.C.; Sea:le; and Pi:sburgh. The tesmonies in
the hearings run to over 1,300 pages. Conservave acvist Phyllis
Schlaﬂy incorporated some of the tesmonies in her book Child Abuse
in the Classroom, published in August 1984.
Schlaﬂy summed up the issues described in the tesmonies, including
using “educaon as therapy.” Unlike tradional educaon, which aims
to impart knowledge, educaon as therapy focuses on changing
students’ emoons and a7tudes. This kind of educaon uses teaching
to play psychological games on students. It has them ﬁll out surveys on
personal issues and forces children to make decisions like adults,

weighing in on issues like suicide and murder, marriage and divorce,
aboron and adopon. [30]
In fact, such courses weren’t set up for the students’ psychological
health. They were intended to change the values of students through
psychological condioning.
Psychology and Educaon
Modern educaon is heavily based on philosophy and psychology.
Besides John Dewey’s progressive educaon, which has had a huge
impact on the U.S. educaon system, there is also Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalysis and Carl Rogers’s humanisc psychology. The Frankfurt
School’s crical theory combines theories from Marx and Freud.
Herbert Marcuse, a theorist of the Frankfurt School, called for the
removal of all inhibions, so that young people could let loose their
natural insncts and indulge their personal whims. [31] It was this
thinking that helped accelerate the birth of the counterculture of the
1960s.
Deeply inﬂuenced by the above-menoned schools of thought on
psychology, the ﬁrst director general of the World Health Organizaon
and a Canadian psychologist, Brock Chisholm, said in one of his
speeches in 1946:
What basic psychological distoron can be found in every civilizaon
…? It must be a force which discourages the ability to see and
acknowledge patent facts … which produces inferiority, guilt, and fear.
… The only psychological force capable of producing these perversions

is morality, the concept of right and wrong. … [This] arﬁcially imposed
inferiority, guilt, and fear, commonly known as “sin,” … produces so
much of the social maladjustment and unhappiness in the world. …
Freedom from morality means freedom to observe, to think and
behave sensibly. … If the race is to be freed of its crippling burden of
good and evil it must be psychiatrists who take the original
responsibility. [32]
Based on false ideas, Chisholm proposed a shocking theory: In order to
release an individual from psychological pain, morality and the concept
of right and wrong must be neutralized. This psychologist hence waged
war on morality. Seemingly inﬂuenced by Chisholm, humanisc
psychologist Carl Rogers came up with “values clariﬁcaon” classes,
which served the purposes of eradicang tradional values and
concepts of right and wrong.
Eventually, Dewey’s moral relavism, the Frankfurt School’s rejecon
of inhibions, and Chisholm’s psychological theories worked together
to a:ack and undermine tradional values. They destroyed the moral
forﬁcaons of public schools in the United States.
Moral Relavism
Americans who a:ended schools in the late 1970s should remember
an imagined scenario many teachers brought up in class. The story
went like this: A3er a ship sank, the captain, several children, a
pregnant woman, and a gay man got on a lifeboat. The lifeboat was
overloaded and one person must be let go. The teachers would ask the
students to discuss and decide who must get oﬀ the lifeboat, meaning

give up his or her life. The teacher would not comment or judge the
students’ comments.
This story was o3en used in the values-clariﬁcaon classes that
emerged in the 1970s. Besides being used for values-clariﬁcaon, the
classes were used for decision-making, aﬀecve educaon, the Quest
drug-prevenon program, and sex educaon.
William Kilpatrick, author of Why Johnny Can’t Tell Right From Wrong,
described such classes as having “turned classroom discussions into
‘bull sessions’ where opinions go back and forth but conclusions are
never reached.” “It has resulted in classrooms where teachers act like
talk show hosts, and where the merits of wife swapping, cannibalism,
and teaching children to masturbate are recommended topics for
debate. For students, it has meant wholesale confusion about moral
values: learning to queson values they have scarcely acquired,
unlearning values taught at home, and concluding that quesons of
right and wrong are always merely subjecve. It has created a
generaon of moral illiterates: students who know their own feelings
but don’t know their culture.” [33]
The scholar Thomas Sowell understood that these sessions ulized the
same measures employed in totalitarian countries to brainwash
people. They include the following: “Emoonal stress, shock, or
desensizaon, to break down both intellectual and emoonal
resistance; isolaon, whether physical or emoonal, from familiar
sources of emoonal support in resistance; cross-examining preexisng values, o3en by manipulang peer pressure; stripping the
individual of normal defenses, such as reserve, dignity, a sense of

privacy, or the ability to decline to parcipate; rewarding acceptance of
the new a7tudes, values, and beliefs.” [34]
Sowell notes that the sessions have in common the encouragement of
students to rebel from the tradional moral values taught by their
parents and society. Classes were conducted in a neutral or a
“nonjudgmental” way. In other words, the teacher does not disnguish
between right and wrong, but searches for what feels good for an
individual. They focus on “the feelings of the individual, rather than on
the requirements of a funconing society or the requirements of
intellectual analysis.” [35]
‘Death Educaon’ and Drug-Prevenon Educaon
In September 1990, ABC aired a program that had viewers very
concerned. A school took students to a morgue as a part of its new
program of “death educaon.” The students viewed and touched
corpses. [36]
Common acvies of death-educaon classes include asking the
students to write their own epitaphs, select their own coﬃns, arrange
their own funerals, and write their own obituaries. A death-educaon
quesonnaire included the following: [37]
“How will you die?”
“When will you die?”
“Have you ever known anyone who died violently?”
“When was the last me you mourned? Was it expressed in tears or
silent pain? Did you mourn alone or with someone else?”

“Do you believe in an a3er-life?”
Obviously, these quesons have nothing to do with studying. They are
designed to probe the students’ outlook on life, their religious beliefs,
and their personalies. Some of the quesons are aimed to elicit
parcular reacons, and can have a negave impact on teens.
It is said that death educaon can help students establish the right
a7tude in the face of death. However, suicides of teens who were in
these classes occurred throughout the country. Although a causal
relaonship has not been established scienﬁcally, it is certainly
reasonable for parents to suspect and fear that by exposing
psychologically immature students to informaon on death and suicide,
students may tend to develop depression and hopelessness, which may
contribute to reasons for commi7ng suicide.
Drug-prevenon educaon also became very popular in schools.
However, in 1976, Dr. Richard Blum of Stanford University conducted a
four-year study on a drug-prevenon educaon course called Decide.
The group that took the course had a weaker ability to resist drugs than
the control group that did not take the course.
Between 1978 and 1985, professor Stephen Jurs conducted a research
project comparing the rate of smoking and substance abuse among
students who had taken a course called Quest and those who had not.
The result showed that those who did not take the course maintained a
steady or lowered rate of smoking and substance abuse. [38]

Neither death educaon nor drug-prevenon educaon generated the
expected outcome — so what was the real purpose? The purpose was
to pollute children. Children are very curious, but have an immature
moral foundaon. New and strange content smulates their curiosity
and can lead them down a dark path. In the meanme, such educaon
tends to desensize students, making them view violence,
pornography, terror, and moral decadence as simply normal parts of
life. Their tolerance of evil increases in turn. The enre exercise is part
of an evil use of art, violence, and pornography to bring about moral
decline.
Pornographic Sex Educaon
Tradionally in both the East and the West, sex has been a taboo topic
in public. According to both tradions, the divine established that
sexual conduct must take place only within marriage. All other forms of
sexual conduct are considered promiscuous and sinful, violang the
divine standards of morality. This makes sex and marriage inseparable,
and sex can’t be a ma:er of public discussion in a properly funconing
society. In tradional society, the youth received only educaon in
physiology, and there was no need for today’s sex educaon.
The modern concept of sex educaon was ﬁrst introduced by Georg
Lukács, founder of the Frankfurt School of social theory and
philosophy. His purpose was to completely overturn tradional
Western values. In 1919, Lukács was the people’s commissar for
educaon and culture in the brief Hungarian Bolshevik regime. He
developed a radical sex-educaon program that taught students “free
love, sexual intercourse and how outdated marriage was.” [39]

The sexual revoluon of the 1960s annihilated these tradional
Western values. Sexually transmi:ed diseases and teen pregnancy
began to rise rapidly. In these circumstances, those who wanted to
solve such social problems promoted sex educaon. But in the
educaon system that had already deviated from tradional moral
teachings, sex educaon instead emphasized safety (prevenng disease
and pregnancy) and was disconnected from marriage — thus following
the Lukács model of sex educaon by ignoring all moral aspects of sex.
This form of educaon then became a tool for destroying youth. They
were also exposed to the extramarital, promiscuous conduct of
homosexuality, thus normalizing such behavior. The result of all this
has been that the younger generaon indulges in what they think is
freedom, but what is in reality a path that turns away from divinely
ordained standards. This sort of sex educaon from elementary school
onward has already destroyed the tradional values of family,
individual responsibility, love, chasty, a sense of shame, self-control,
loyalty, and more.
John Dewey’s “learning by doing” form of progressive educaon is a
convenient tool for Marxists. The sex-educaon program Focus on Kids,
widely promoted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevenon,
recommends that teachers organize students to compete in a “condom
race.” Each student must put a condom on an adult sex toy and then
take it oﬀ. Whoever ﬁnishes fastest wins. [40]
Be Proud! Be Responsible! is another sex-educaon program endorsed
by the CDC and promoted by Planned Parenthood and other

educaonal organizaons. The program requires students to role-play
— for instance, two female students discussing safer sex. Studentcentered instrucon is another idea from progressivism. In this
program, the teacher is instructed to ask students to brainstorm
quesons of inmacy with sexual partners. [41] To the majority of
people who sll have tradional values in their hearts, it is diﬃcult to
disnguish this supposed educaon from child pornography.
The main proponent of the program, Planned Parenthood, is the
biggest provider of sex educaon and books in the United States. It has
branches in twelve countries. It also promotes aboron rights. The
group was formerly known as the American Birth Control League. Its
founder, Margaret Sanger, was a progressive socialist who worshiped
Stalin’s Russia and traveled there to pay her respects. She was also a
strong proponent of the sexual liberaon movement. She is on record
as saying that extramarital aﬀairs “really set me free.” [42] She holds
the idea that females have the right to become single mothers, and
even wrote to her 16-year-old granddaughter about sexual intercourse,
saying “three mes a day was about right.” [43] She established the
Birth Control League because her promiscuous lifestyle required it. In
the modern sex-educaon courses created by this organizaon, it is not
diﬃcult to see that sexual liberaon ﬁnds its origins in communism.
Perfectly Normal is a sex-educaon textbook that has been translated
into thirty diﬀerent languages and has sold over one million copies
worldwide. The book used close to one hundred cartoons of nudes to
describe various normal and abnormal movements, feelings, and
physical sensaons of masturbaon between opposite sexes and
homosexuals, as well as birth control methods and aboron. The

author claimed that children have the right to know all such
informaon. [44] The main theme of the book is that this variety of
sexual behavior is all “normal,” and that none should be subject to
moral judgement.
In a widely used high school sex-educaon textbook, the author tells
children that some religions believe that sex outside of marriage is
sinful and says: “You will have to decide for yourself how important
these messages are for you.” [45] To summarize in one sentence, this
worldview basically says that all values are relave, and right or wrong
is for children to decide for themselves.
Today’s American public schools have two basic types of sex-educaon
classes. One type that’s strongly promoted by educaonal
organizaons was described earlier: the complete sex-educaon
curriculum, which includes educaon on sexual behavior, birth control,
prevenon of sexually transmi:ed diseases, and the like. The other
type teaches young people to control their sexual desire, does not
discuss birth control, and encourages the delay of sexual behavior unl
a3er marriage.
It is undeniable that social morality, especially general a7tudes toward
sex, have in general deviated far from tradional, faith-based morality.
The media and the internet are ﬂooded with pornographic content, all
of which drags children toward the edge of the abyss.
In today’s educaonal ﬁeld controlled by atheism, most public schools
that follow “value neutrality” don’t want or don’t dare to teach
children that sex outside of marriage is disgraceful and immoral, nor do

they teach children right from wrong based on tradional moral
principles.
Sexual educaon is sll a hot topic in society today. There are
numerous arguments in diﬀerent sectors of society around the issue of
safety in sexual acvity, which focuses on the teenage pregnancy rate
and the rate of sexually transmi:ed diseases. However, the fact that
schools are publicly teaching teenagers about sexual behavior will
obviously increase sex outside of marriage, which violates tradional
sexual morality. Even if there are no teen pregnancies or sexually
transmi:ed diseases, does that mean everything is ﬁne when
teenagers are promiscuous?
In Europe, where the sexual culture is even more lax than in the United
States, the teenage pregnancy rate is half that of United States., due to
“eﬀecve” sex educaon. Some people are delighted about this, while
others are very worried. Regardless of these ﬁgures, with a decadent
a7tude toward sexual conduct in ascendence, communism will have
achieved its goal of destroying human morality.
Self-Esteem and Egocentrism
Since the 1960s, a new dogma has been heavily promoted in the ﬁeld
of U.S. educaon, and it is responsible for a major downward slide in
educaonal quality: This is the cult of “self-esteem.”
On its surface, self-esteem should refer to a feeling of conﬁdence and
self-respect that arises from one’s own abilies and accomplishments.
However, the self-esteem promoted in U.S. schools is something

completely diﬀerent. In her book The Feel-Good Curriculum: The
Dumbing Down of America’s Kids in the Name of Self-Esteem, Maureen
Stout, Ph.D., writes about a very common phenomenon in current
American schools: Students care about their grades, but don’t care
about what they learned or how much eﬀort they put in. To sasfy the
students’ demands for be:er grades, teachers are forced to reduce the
diﬃculty of exams and demands on students. But this only results in
underperforming students pu7ng in even less eﬀort. The author’s
colleagues seem accustomed to the phenomenon and are even of the
belief that school should be like the womb — isolated from the outside
world so students can gain emoonal comfort but not intellectual
development or resilience. The focus seems to be on students’ feelings,
not in their overall growth. [46]
As many commentators have pointed out, the dogma of self-esteem
confuses cause and eﬀect. Self-esteem is the outcome of eﬀort, not a
precondion for success. In other words, feeling good does not lead to
success, but one feels good a3er becoming successful.
This misconcepon of self-esteem is the by-product of the
psychotherapeuc style of educaon ascendent since the 1960s.
Psychotherapeuc educaon ended up indoctrinang a large number
of young people with a sense of entlement and vicmhood. Dr. Stout
delineates the common mindset in everyday language: “I want to do
what I want, how I want and when I want, and nothing and no one is
going to stop me.”
American educaon exaggerates the ideas of freedom and selfcenteredness in the name of senmental self-esteem. This style of

educaon produces a generaon of young people who don’t value
morality and don’t assume responsibility. They care only about their
own feelings rather than other people’s feelings. They pursue
enjoyment but try to avoid eﬀort, sacriﬁce, and suﬀering. This has
wrought havoc on the morality of American society.
e. The Inﬁltraon of Educaon
Control Over American Secondary and Elementary School Educaon
For a long while a3er the founding of the United States, the federal
government was not involved in educaon. Educaon was up to the
church and each state government to decide. The federal government
established the Department of Educaon (ED) in 1979. The Department
of Educaon’s jurisdicon has been enlarged ever since. Currently, the
power ED has over educaonal strategies and allocaon of educaon
budgets by far surpasses the power it used to have. Parents, school
districts, and state governments, which used to have a greater say
about educaon, are increasingly compelled to take orders from
federal government oﬃcials. Parents and school districts have gradually
lost their power to decide what gets to be taught and how to teach it at
schools.
Power is neutral — those who wield it can do either good or bad.
Centralizaon of power in itself is not necessarily a bad thing. It’s a
ma:er of how the person or instuon uses its power and what its
goals are. The centralizaon of power in American educaon is a major
issue because Marxism has inﬁltrated all levels of government
agencies, especially the central bureaucracy. Under such

circumstances, once a wrong decision is made, the impact is extensive,
and a few clear-headed individuals cannot simply reverse it
themselves.
As explained by B. K. Eakman, one of the results from the centralizaon
of power in American educaon is that the oﬃcials in charge of
educaon cannot, over a short me span, see how their educaonal
strategies develop historically and how great an impact they can create
over a longer period. Many people deal with a limited scope of aﬀairs.
Although some events may raise doubts, most people do not have the
me, energy, resources, or courage to invesgate for themselves. Even
if their suspicions are aroused in some cases, without other pieces of
the puzzle, they can do li:le more than obey what they’re told by their
supervisors. Everyone thus becomes a part of a giganc machine. It is
diﬃcult for them to see the consequences of their decisions on
students and society, and as a result, their moral accountability is
a:enuated. [48] Communism can take advantage of the weaknesses in
this system and break down society’s defenses one by one.
Moreover, teacher’s colleges, publishing houses, educaonal
accreditaon organizaons, and teacher-accreditaon instuons have
decisive impacts on educaon, and therefore all become targets of
inﬁltraon.
The Role of Teachers’ Unions
Chapter Nine of this book discusses how communism manipulates and
ulizes unions. Teachers’ unions have become one of the key reasons
for the failure of American educaon. These unions do not care about

raising the quality of educaon. They have become professional
organizaons that award failure, protect incompetence, and sacriﬁce
conscienous teachers who aspire to make a contribuon in their
career and who truly dedicate themselves to teaching students.
Tracey Bailey is a science teacher in a senior high school and the 1993
Naonal Teacher of the Year Award winner. [49] At that me, the chief
of the American Federaon of Teachers (AFT) said he was pleased that
a union member had won this presgious honor. However, the truth is
that Bailey was no longer an AFT member. Bailey believed that big
teachers’ unions are exactly the reason for the failure of American
public educaon and were part of the problem rather than the
soluon. He holds that unions are simply a special interest group
protecng the status quo and a pillar of a system that awards
mediocrity and incompetence. [50]
Major American teachers’ unions have adequate funds and immense
inﬂuence, and are ranked as one of the most important polical lobby
groups in the country. Teachers’ unions have become the primary
obstacle that hinders benign reform within the educaon system.
Looking at the California Teachers Associaon (CTA) under the AFT as
an example, CTA has huge funds from its members, which it can use for
legislaon and polical donaon. In 1991, California sought to insert
Proposion 174 in its state constuon, allowing families to use school
vouchers provided by the state government so that families would be
able to choose their own schools for their children. However, the CTA
blocked Proposion 174 and even forced a school to revoke its
commercial contract with a hamburger franchise that had donated $25,
000 toward the proposion. [51]

The Exclusion of Family Inﬂuence in Children’s Educaon
Another key goal of communism is the removal of the child from his
parents as soon as he is born, and having the community or naon
raise the child. This is not an easy feat, but things have been quietly
moving in this direcon.
In communist countries, students are encouraged to sever their
relaonship with parents of the bourgeoisie class. In addion, the me
students spend in school is extended by means of an exam-centric
educaon, so as to reduce the impact of parents on their children. In
Western countries, diﬀerent approaches are used to exclude the
inﬂuence of the family in the educaon of children. This includes
maximizing students’ school me, reducing the age requirement for
children to a:end school, prevenng students from taking textbooks
and study materials home, and discouraging students from sharing
controversial topics they learned in class with their parents.
Courses such as Value Clariﬁcaon a:empt to separate students from
their parents. A parent of a student taking the Quest class commented:
“It seemed as if the parents were always put in a bad light. The story
would be about a father and his son, say; and the father was always
overbearing, always too strict, always unfair.” O3enmes the subtext
of these courses is that your parents don’t understand you, but we do.
[52]
Somemes due to legal requirements, students must ﬁrst obtain
parental consent before they can parcipate in certain acvies. On

such occasions, teachers or the school administrave staﬀ o3en use
misleading and ambiguous words to make it very diﬃcult for parents to
know the detail of what they’re agreeing to. If parents complain, school
authories or the school district have methods to deal with the
complaint: procrasnang, shirking responsibility, or going through the
moons. For example, they might say that parents do not have the
professional knowledge of educaon, that other school districts are
doing the same thing, that only your family is complaining, and so on.
Most parents don’t have the me or resources to engage in a
prolonged argument with the school or school district. Moreover, when
the student grows up in a few years, he will leave the school. Parents
will generally choose to keep things quiet. Yet in the meanme, the
child is almost held hostage by the school, and parents don’t dare to
oﬀend the school authories. They have no choice but to refrain from
protesng. When parents do protest against school pracces, school
authories may label them as extremists, troublemakers, religious
bigots, fanacs, fascists, and the like. By doing so, school authories
deter other parents from voicing an objecon. [53]
Misleading and Obscure Educaon Jargon
We previously quoted Charlo:e Thomson Iserbyt’s book The Deliberate
Dumbing Down of America. Iserbyt pointed out the problem at the
beginning of her book:
The reason Americans do not understand this war is because it has
been fought in secret — in the schools of our naon, targeng our

children who are capve in classrooms. The wagers of this war are
using very sophiscated and eﬀecve tools:
• Hegelian dialecc (common ground, consensus, and compromise)
• Gradualism (two steps forward, one step backward)
• Semanc decepon (redeﬁning terms to get agreement without
understanding).
Phillis Schlaﬂy also wrote about this phenomenon. In the foreword to
her book Child Abuse in the Classroom, she said that psychotherapy
classes use a set of special terms to prevent parents from
understanding the true purpose and method of such courses. These
terms include behavior modiﬁcaon, higher-order crical thinking,
moral reasoning, and so on. [54]
For decades, American educators have created a dazzling array of
terms such as construcvism, cooperave learning, experienal
learning, deep understanding, problem-solving, inquiry-based and
outcome-based educaon, personalized learning, conceptual
understanding, procedural skills, lifelong learning, student-teacher
interacve instrucon, and so on. There are too many to list. On the
one hand, some concepts appear reasonable, but invesgaon into the
context of the terms and what they lead to reveals that their purpose is
to discredit tradional educaon and promote dumbing down in
educaon. They are examples of Aesopian or Orwellian language,
whereby the key to interpretaon is to turn the meanings inside out.
[55]
Large-Scale Changes to Subjects and Textbooks

None Dare Call It Treason, published in the 1960s, analyzes the
textbook reform program of the 1930s. This reform combined content
from diﬀerent disciplines, such as history, geography, sociology,
economics, and polical science, into a set of textbooks. This set of
books abandoned the content, value system, and way of codifying
tradional textbooks. “So pronounced was the an-religious bias; so
open was the propaganda for socialisc control of men’s lives,” [56]
that the textbooks downgraded American heroes and the U. S.
Constuon.
This set of textbooks was very large and did not fall within the scope of
any tradional discipline; therefore, experts in various disciplines did
not pay much a:enon to it. Many years later, when the public realized
the problem and began to oppose it, ﬁve million students had already
been brought up on such materials. Nowadays, in the primary and
secondary schools in the United States, history, geography, civics, and
so on fall into the category of “social studies,” and the idea behind
them is the same.
If the changes to textbooks had been transparent, they would have
been quesoned and resisted by experts and parents. The newly edited
textbooks, which mix several subjects together, don’t belong to any
clear subject taxonomy, so experts have diﬃculty judging the content
beyond their own profession, making it relavely easy for textbooks to
pass a review and be accepted by a school district and society.
A3er ten or twenty years, some people may see the conspiracy behind
this set of textbooks. However, when they are ready to speak up,
students have grown up, and teachers have become accustomed to the

new textbooks and teaching methods. Then it is impossible to change
the textbooks back to their tradional form. Even if a small number of
people realize the serious ﬂaws of the textbooks, their voices aren’t
heard by the public, and they are less likely to aﬀect the decisionmaking processes. If opposing voices are louder, it is an opportunity to
launch the next round of reforms, further dilung tradional content
and inserng le3ist ideas. A3er several rounds of reforms, the new
generaon of students is then separated from tradion, making it
almost impossible to go back.
The updates made to American textbooks were done very quickly.
Some say it’s because knowledge has grown at an accelerang rate.
However, in fact, the basic knowledge to be gained in primary and
secondary school does not change much. So why have there been so
many diﬀerent textbooks published and connuously reprinted? The
surface reason is that publishers compete with each other.
Superﬁcially, in order to pursue proﬁts, they don’t want students to
repeatedly use the same set of textbooks for many years, but at a
deeper level, just like the reorganizaon of textbook content, the
process has been used to distort the teaching materials for the next
generaon.
Educaon Reform: A Dialecc Struggle
Since the 1950s and 1960s, American educaon has seen a series of
reforms. But these reforms did not bring expected improvements in the
quality of educaon. In 1981, American students’ SAT scores reached a
record low, triggering the publicaon of the report A Naon at Risk and
the “back to basics” movement in educaon. In order to change the

embarrassing circumstances of educaon in the United States, several
governments since the 1990s have successively launched large-scale
educaonal reforms — but they have had li:le eﬀect. Not only did they
not help, but they also brought problems more diﬃcult to solve. [57]
We believe that most people involved in educaon reform sincerely
want to do good things for students and society, but because of the
inﬂuence of various wrong thoughts, their intenons o3en backﬁre.
The result of many of these reforms end up promong communist
ideas. Just like reforms in other ﬁelds, the inﬁltraon through
educaonal reform doesn’t need to win everything in one ba:le. The
success of a reform is not its goal. In fact, every reform is doomed to
fail at the beginning of its design in order to provide an excuse for the
next reform. Every reform is a deeper deviaon, each making people
more alienated from tradion. This is the dialecc of struggle — one
step back and then two forward. In this manner, people won’t regret
the collapse of tradion, but will instead wonder: Tradion, what does
that mean?
3. The Goal: Destroying Educaon in the East and West
With the aim of corrupng educaon in the West, communism can
wait hundreds of years if necessary and achieve its goal over
generaons of change through progressive educaon. China has 5,000
years of profound cultural tradions. However, owing to speciﬁc
historical condions at the me the communists came to power, they
were able to use the Chinese people’s mentality of quick success and
instant beneﬁt. This induced the Chinese people to adopt radical
means that rapidly separated them from tradion in a ma:er of

decades. In this manner, communism achieved its goal of corrupng
educaon and humanity in China.
At the beginning of the tweneth century, when Dewey’s progressive
educaon began to corrode the United States, his ethnic Chinese
followers returned to China and became pioneers of modern Chinese
educaon. Brish cannons had destroyed the self-esteem of the
Chinese people, and the intellectuals were eager to ﬁnd a way to
strengthen the naon. The communists exploited these condions to
set oﬀ a so-called New Culture Movement that repudiated China’s
tradions.
The movement a:acked culture and was a rehearsal of the Cultural
Revoluon of the 1960s. The New Culture Movement has three main
representaves: Dewey’s disciple, Hu Shi; Chen Duxiu, one of the
founders of the Chinese Communist Party; and Lu Xun, who was later
praised by Mao Zedong as “the chief commander of China’s cultural
revoluon.” Li Dazhao, another founder of the Chinese Communist
Party, also adopted an important role in the cultural movement of the
later period.
Cricizing China for the faults of its tradional path of development,
the New Culture Movement a:ributed China’s accumulated weakness
over the past hundred years to tradional Confucian culture and
advocated abolishing Confucianism. Tradional culture was viewed as
“old culture,” while all Western culture was treated as new. Tradional
beliefs were cricized for not adhering to the ideas of science and
democracy. This movement was the forerunner to the heated May
Fourth movement, and started the ﬁrst wave of thorough subversion of

tradional ethics and values. At the same me, it laid the foundaon
for Marxism to invade China from the West, allowing it to take root,
sprout, and grow.
In educaon, among the greatest harm wrought by the New Culture
Movement was the campaign to promote the vernacularizaon of
wri:en Chinese. As advocated by Hu Shi, Chinese-language educaon
in primary schools was changed to the teaching of vernacular wri:en
Chinese. As a result, a3er one generaon, the majority of Chinese
people were hardly able to read and understand classical Chinese. This
meant that The Book of Changes, the Spring and Autumn Annals, Dao
De Jing, Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic (Huangdi Neijing), and other
tradional books were now inaccessible to the ordinary student.
Instead, they were treated as esoteric content for the specialized
research of scholars. China’s 5,000 years of glorious civilizaon was
turned into mere decoraon.
In the development of Chinese culture, it was divinely arranged that
the wri:en classical Chinese language be separated from the spoken
language. In China, over the course of history, there have been many
large-scale assimilaons of diﬀerent ethnic groups and mulple
relocaons of China’s cultural center of gravity, thus the spoken
language was constantly changing. But due to the separaon between
the spoken language and classical Chinese used in wring, classical
Chinese remained largely unchanged. Qing Dynasty students could sll
read and understand Song Dynasty, Tang Dynasty, and even pre-Qin
Dynasty classics. This allowed tradional Chinese culture and literature
to be transmi:ed unbroken over thousands of years.

However, communism caused the Chinese people to sever their
cultural roots through the language. At the same me, by combining
the wri:en language with the spoken language, it became easier to mix
in deviant words and phrases, thus pushing the Chinese people yet
further away from tradion.
The literacy campaigns and popularizaon of culture in elementary
educaon that were undertaken by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
before and a3er its establishment subjected their capve audience to
direct and explicit brainwashing. For instance, the ﬁrst few phrases
learned by students in literacy classes and the ﬁrst year of primary
school were propaganda like “long live Chairman Mao,” “the evil old
society,” and “evil American imperialism,” phrases that fully exemplify
the clear hate-based class struggle ethos the Party demanded.
Compared with deviant ideas that progressive educaon mixes into
children’s books (like Heather Has Two Mommies), although the two
movements diﬀer starkly in method, they are both essenally a form of
ideological indoctrinaon imposed on the young. Chinese children who
are educated in this way grow up to defend the CCP’s tyrannical regime
of their own iniave, vilifying and lambasng people who talk about
universal values. Children educated in the Western environment grow
up to be part of the angry student mobs that prevent speakers from
talking about tradional values and accuse them of discriminaon.
Not long a3er the CCP established its regime, it began its thoughtreform campaign against intellectuals, focusing on university campuses
and high schools. Its main objecve was to reform intellectuals’
perspecves on life, force them to forsake tradional moral principles,

and give up the philosophy of ﬁrst improving oneself, then extending
that to one’s family, state, and the world. It used a Marxist class-based
view of the world and life, from the perspecve of the proletariat class.
Professors of the old generaon, in parcular, have to repeatedly
cricize themselves, confess, and accept being informed on,
monitored, and cricized by their colleagues and students. They were
even made to acknowledge and eliminate “counter-revoluonary
thoughts” in their own subconscious minds, which were called
aggressions against the proletariat class. Of course, this was much
more intense than the sensivity training of today. Some were unable
to take the humiliaon and stress and commi:ed suicide. [58]
Subsequently, the CCP began adjusng faculty and departments in
universies. It greatly diminished, merged, or eliminated departments
like philosophy, sociology, and those related to the humanies, leaving
many comprehensive universies with only Soviet-style science and
engineering facules. This was because the CCP was unable to tolerate
the threat to its tyrannical rule from any independent ideological
perspecves on polics and social issues. These were associated with
the humanies-related facules, which had academic freedom in the
days of the Republic of China. At the same me, Marxist polics and
philosophy were made mandatory for all students. The enre process
was completed within two to three years. In the West, communism
took an enre generaon to establish new disciplines with the aim of
ideological indoctrinaon and the injecon of Marxist thought into
universies. Although the speed diﬀered greatly between the two, they
achieved similar results.

In 1958, the CCP started its educaon revoluon, which had the
following notable features: Firstly, educaon was emphasized as a tool
that should be used in service of the proletariat. Under the leadership
of the Party Commi:ee, students were organized to prepare the
curricula and teaching materials. In the Chinese language department
of Peking University, sixty students spent thirty days to write a 700,000character trease called the History of Chinese Literature. [59]
This fully exempliﬁed what progressive educaon was about: The
teaching methods should be “student-centric,” focused on “exploratory
learning” and “cooperave learning” — that is, what to learn and how
to learn it were all to be discussed and decided by the students
themselves. The objecve was clear — eliminang “supersous
beliefs” in authority ﬁgures (which was meant to insll an a7tude
opposed to tradion), magnifying students’ self-centeredness, and
laying the foundaon for rebellion during the Cultural Revoluon to
come.
Secondly, the union of educaon and producve labor was to be
emphasized. Every school had its own factory, and during the height of
the Great Leap Forward, teachers and students smelted steel and lled
the land. Even a university that had previously focused on social
disciplines, like Renmin University of China, operated 108 factories. In
name, this was to let students “learn by doing,” but in fact students
learned nothing.
In the subsequent Cultural Revoluon, students were mobilized to
destroy all forms of cultural heritage associated with tradional culture,
be they tangible or intangible (see Chapter Six for details). This again

echoes the counterculture movement that took place in the West. A3er
the Cultural Revoluon started, Mao Zedong felt that the situaon of
“bourgeois intellectuals” ruling the schools should not connue. On
June 13, 1966, the CCP issued a noce to reform university admissions
and started the “correcve acon campaign”: University entrance
exams were abolished, and large numbers of “worker-peasant-soldier”
students were enrolled.
The ﬁlm Breaking With Old Ideas, produced during the Cultural
Revoluon, reﬂected the reason for this reform: “A youth who grew up
in a poor farm is not suﬃciently literate, but the calluses on his hands
from hard farm work qualify him for enrolment.” A school principal
said: “Can you blame us for their low level of literacy? No! This debt
should be se:led with the Naonalists, the landowners, and the
capitalist class [the oppressors]!”
In the West, there was a professor who published a paper claiming that
mathemacs exams lead to racial discriminaon (because students of
certain ethnic minority groups have lower math scores compared to
white students). [60] Another professor published a paper that said
math standards based on the higher scores achieved by male students
leads to gender discriminaon against females when they are held to
the same standard. [61] Qualifying students for the university level
based on the calluses they have and a:ribung lower math scores to
racial and gender discriminaon are all methods that communism uses
to dumb down students and stunt their intellectual growth.
A3er the Cultural Revoluon, China resumed its university entrance
examinaon. From then on, this exam has become a key part of the

educaon system and the ulmate objecve of primary and high
school educaon. Under this ulitarian educaon system, many
students became machines that learned only how to pass exams,
without the ability to think independently for themselves or to
disnguish right from wrong. At the same me, Marxist philosophy,
polics, and economics have stubbornly remained mandatory exam
subjects.
In the minds of students who are cut oﬀ from tradion, right and
wrong and good and evil are all evaluated according to communist
standards: Thus a3er the 9/11 terrorist a:ack occurred, many students
cheered. Primary school students declare that they want to become
corrupt oﬃcials when they grow up. University students prostute
themselves and become surrogate mothers for cash. Communism has
hijacked the younger generaon.
Conclusion: Returning to Tradional Educaon
The educaon system shoulders the future of a country, a naon, and
human civilizaon. It is a long-term endeavor whose impact extends
through centuries or even millennia. Looking back at the past one
hundred years, the American educaon system has all but been broken
by the inﬁltraon and inﬂuence of communist ideology. Parents and
teachers have had their hands ed and cannot give students a good
educaon. Schools, which should have culvated students’ talent, have
instead indulged them and led them astray. The whole society is deeply
worried about students’ lack of morality, low skill level, fragile
psychologies, and bad habits, as well as the chaoc, an-tradional and

an-social trends they’re caught up in. This is to witness the forces of
evil devouring the descendants and the future of mankind.
Among the forty-ﬁve goals listed in the 1958 classic The Naked
Communist, the goals for educaon are the following: “Get control of
the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and current
Communist propaganda. So3en the curriculum. Get control of
teachers’ associaons. Put the party line in textbooks.” [62]
Looking at American educaon, these goals have not only been
achieved, but the situaon has also become worse. Due to the polical
and economic strength of the United States, American culture is the
object of admiraon and emulaon by countries around the world.
Most countries use the United States as a model for educaonal
reform. American teaching concepts, teaching materials, teaching
methods, and school-management pracces have aﬀected many
countries. So to a certain extent, changing American educaon is
tantamount to changing educaon around the world.
Both at the beginning of Creaon and when human civilizaon is
corrupted, there are enlightened beings or saints born. These
enlightened beings or saints are precisely a group of people known as
“teachers.” For example, Socrates, the founder of the ancient Greek
civilizaon, was an educator. In the Gospels, Jesus also called himself a
teacher. Sakyamuni Buddha has ten names, one of which is “the
teacher of heaven and man.” Confucius was an educator, and Lao Zi
was the teacher of Confucius. They tell people how to be human, how
to respect God, how to get along with others, and how morality may be
improved.

These enlightened beings and saints are the greatest educators of
mankind. Their words shaped the major civilizaons and became
fundamental classics of all civilizaons. The values they teach and the
ways they go about improving morality allow each individual to achieve
spiritual transcendence and health. Individuals with healthy minds are
essenal to social health. It is no wonder that these greatest educators
have come to a similar conclusion: The purpose of educaon is the
culvaon of good character.
Eastern and Western classical educaon, which has been pracced for
thousands of years, inherits the culture that God has given to people
and retains such precious experiences and resources. According to the
spirit of classical educaon, both talent and integrity are important
criteria for judging the success of educaon. In the process of reviving
the tradion of human educaon, the treasure of classical educaon is
worthy of preservaon, exploraon, and learning.
People with high moral values are capable of self-governing. This is the
social norm that the American Founding Fathers hoped for. Those who
are morally noble will receive God’s blessings, and through diligence
and wisdom, will obtain material abundance and spiritual sasfacon.
More importantly, people with high morality allow society to
proliferate and last for generaons. This is the revelaon of
enlightened beings and saints, the greatest educators of mankind, for
how today’s people may return to tradion.

